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of the inverted values, as standard deviation of the posterior model normalized to the standard 
deviation of the prior model (Fig. 2 right). We tested man� h��rid inversion sequences on the 
tutorial model: a ver� interesting approach is a first phase of �A, in order to place the current 
candidate point in the region of the glo�al minimum, followed �� a BLI, that pushes in few 
steps the candidate to the glo�al solution.

In conclusion, complex inverse pro�lems can �e tackled with h��rid procedures, involving 
glo�al and Ba�esian methods. �he whole process has to �e prefera�l� supervised. In this 
framework, the anal�sis tools presented here are ver� effective in highlighting “in real time” 
the most important information a�out the inversion status, the sensitivit� of the o�served data 
with respect to the model parameters, and the accurac� of the solution.
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Fig. 3 - �imulated Annealing inversion evolution.
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Introduction. Near-surface heterogeneities including fractures, faults, cavities, �uried low-
velocit� �odies or slopes with strong lateral contrasts in ph�sical and mechanical properties, 
are a common target of investigation in surface seismic surve�s. Dealing with such a�rupt, 
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localized and marked lateral variations, P- and �-wave tomographic interpretations ma� results 
inadequate to effectivel� delineate location and depth of these sharp anomalies with relia�le 
detail. �ince surface waves (�Ws) propagate parallel to the ground surface, their anal�sis can 
�e used as an additional tool for the detection of these lateral heterogeneities. �everal �W 
�ased methods have �een developed to locate the sharp lateral variation and to estimate its 
em�edment depth. For location purposes, the energ� computation on the recorded seismograms 
can �e a useful tool to highlight energ� concentrations due to �ack-reflection of energ� at the 
lateral variation or to energ� trapping within the discontinuit� (Nasseri-Moghaddam et al., 
2005� Bergamo and �occo, 2014� Colom�ero et al., 2017). Analogousl�, the computation of 
the energ� deca� exponent (γ) can provide a glo�al estimation of the discontinuit� location. 
In particular, disregarding the effect of intrinsic attenuation and compensating the recorded 
traces for �W geometrical spreading, γ is expected to �e zero in a homogeneous medium, 
and thus strong deviations from this value can �e interpreted as the effect of either energ� 
concentrations (γ<0) or energ� deca�s (γ>0) induced �� reflections caused �� the lateral 
variation. �o additionall� retrieve a depth estimation, techniques �ased on the evaluation of 
the attenuation coefficient (α), descri�ing the trend of energ� deca� as a function of frequenc�, 
can �e adopted. �he value of α is indeed related to the mechanical properties of the su�soil 
affected �� the propagation in different frequenc� components of Ra�leigh waves. When sharp 
heterogeneities are present in the su�soil the value of α is strongl� influenced �� the reflection 
of energ� at the interfaces, and hence, a�rupt variations can �e interpreted as the effect of 
lateral discontinuities in the su�surface. �ince the depth of penetration of Ra�leigh waves 
increases as their frequenc� decreases, onl� low frequencies of the incident wave are expected 
to have enough energ� �elow the discontinuit� to �e transmitted. Particularl�, identif�ing the 
threshold �etween higher frequencies that undergo �ackward reflection or are trapped within 
the discontinuit� and undistur�ed lower frequencies can provide the em�edment depth of the 
discontinuit�. �enerall�, this depth could �e roughl� estimated as 1/3 of the wavelength, and 
thus the ratio �etween the mean Ra�leigh-wave velocit� (VR) and three times the identified 
cut-off frequenc�. Both γ and α methods were originall� designed for single-fold data, and 
later extended to multifold data �� Bergamo and �occo (2014), to improve the relia�ilit� and 
interpretation of the results. In the same work, single-fold autospectrum plots (Zerwer et al., 
2005), displa�ing the energ� content of seismogram as a function of offset and frequenc�, 
were compared to the previous methods for the simultaneous achievement of �oth discontinuit� 
location and depth estimation purposes. Finall�, when the location is known, the �ransmitted-
over-Incident (�/I) spectral ratio technique (Hévin et al., 1998� Bièvre et al., 2012� Colom�ero 
et al., 2017) can help to further constrain the discontinuit� depth. From the ratio �etween the 
Fourier spectra of transmitted traces (after the discontinuit�) and incident traces (�efore the 
discontinuit�), the cut-off frequenc� can �e determined as well. In this work, these five �W 
�ased procedures (energ�, γ, α, autospectrum and �/I spectral ratio methods) are simultaneousl� 
applied to a s�nthetic dataset, for a cross-comparison of the results in terms of �oth location 
and depth estimation of a shallow discontinuit�. Novel attempts to reach a single su�surface 
imaging from the processing of multifold data are presented.

Methods. A 2D finite-element-model was �uilt in Comsol Multiph�sics to retrieve a set of 
s�nthetic seismograms for testing the different �W �ased methods. Large model dimensions 
were chosen to simulate a half-space configuration (Fig. 1a). �o avoid strong wave reflections 
at the �orders of the model, low-reflecting �oundaries were applied at the �ottom and lateral 
sides of the domain and the �ottom corner points were fixed to zero displacement. �he upper 
surface was left free� in its central part a s�nthetic arra� of 72 geophones with 0.5-m spacing 
was simulated. A rectangular heterogeneit� (7-m wide and 2-m deep) was �uilt in the center of 
the arra�, �etween geophones �29-�30 and �43-�44 (Fig. 1�). A marked contrast in ph�sical 
and mechanical properties �etween the material inside and outside the �ox was assigned, as 
summarized in �a�. 1. For �oth materials, Ra�leigh damping was introduced in the model. 
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Free triangular mesh was �uilt for the whole model, a mesh refinement window of 200x50 m 
was applied around and �elow the s�nthetic arra� in order to respect a maximum element size 
suita�le for the propagating wavelengths in �oth materials.

Fig. 1 - a) 2D finite-element model used for the generation of the s�nthetic seismograms. �) Zoom on the upper central 
part of the model (�lack rectangle, in a) with the s�nthetic arra� configuration, source locations and discontinuit� 
geometr�. 

�a�. 1 - Ph�sical and mechanical parameters adopted in the simulations for materials outside (1) and inside (2) the 
su�surface heterogeneit�.

	 	 ρ	[kg/m3]	 E	[MPa]	 ν	[-]	 VP	[m/s]	 VS	[m/s]	 VR	[m/s]	 Qfactor	[-]

	 Material	1	 2200	 180	 0.3	 330	 175	 162	 20

	 Material	2	 1900	 90	 0.3	 200	 110	 102	 15

A Ricker wavelet centered at 50 Hz was chosen as seismic input for the model, in seven 
source positions, located at the ends and within the arra�, with a step of 12 geophones (�1-�7, 
in Fig. 1�). ��nthetic seismograms were generated for each source location. After recovering 
geometrical spreading in the seismograms, the total energ� of each trace was calculated as the 
sum of the squared spectral amplitudes in the 5-75 Hz �and and then normalized to the maximum 
of each seismogram. �he energ� deca� exponent was calculated as the local slope of the energ�-
distance plot in a �ilogarithmic scale, shifting a moving window along the seismic line. For 
each window position, calculated γ were averaged from all the availa�le shots, distinguishing 
�etween positive and negative offsets. �he standard deviation on each window was retrieved as 
well to consider estimation uncertainties. Using the same moving windows along the energ�-
distance plot, the attenuation coefficient of each frequenc� component was o�tained as the 
local slope of the energ�f-distance plot in a dou�le natural logarithmic scale. For each window 
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Fig. 2 - Results of �W �ased methods: a) normalized energ�� �) energ� deca� exponent� c) stacking of positive- and 
negative-offset attenuation coefficient a�solute variation� d) stacking of autospectrum plots of all source locations� e) 
average �/I spectral ratios.
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position, o�tained values were averaged and normalized to the related standard deviation (αRP 
and αRN for positive and negative offsets respectivel�). �his normalization ena�led to compare 
attenuation coefficients o�tained for different frequencies and to identif� a�rupt variations. �o 
o�tain a single imaging for �oth positive and negative offsets, the a�solute values of αRP and αRN 
were stacked in a single plot, in which maximum values are expected to highlight the strongest 
contrasts. �he autospectral densit� of each seismogram was computed as the sum of the squared 
real and imaginar� parts of each-trace Fourier �pectrum, after recovering geometrical spreading 
on the seismograms. �he resulting autospectrum plots of all the shots were then stacked together 
to reduce the influence of the source location and highlight the effects of the heterogeneit�. �/I 
spectral ratios were computed considering all the possi�le pairs �etween 14 geophones placed 
after and �efore the sharp lateral variations (for a total of 196 com�inations) in three different 
�/I locations: inside/outsideleft the �ox [(�30…�43)/(�16…�29)], outsideright/inside the �ox 
[(�44…�57)/(�30…�43)], outsideright/outsideleft the �ox [(�44…�57)/(�16…�29)].

Results. �he results of the five tested �W �ased methods are summarized in Fig. 2. �iven 
the model geometr� and mechanical properties, a�rupt variations are expected at the �ox edges, 
at distances of approximatel� 14.25 m and 21.25 m. Dealing with depth estimation, considering 
an average VR of 150 m/s in the first 10-m of the model and a known depth of 2 m for the 
�ox, a cut-off frequenc� around 23 Hz [f=VR/(3z)] is expected. �heoretical location and cut-
off frequenc� are highlighted in Fig. 2 with �ack and red dashed lines respectivel�. All the 
normalized energ� curves (Fig. 2a) show high energ� concentration within the �ox. Particularl�, 
the shot located on the anomal� (�4) highlights sharp narrow energ� concentrations at the �ox 
edges. Around these locations, the energ� deca� exponent (Fig. 2�) has marked variations from 
zero, �oth for positive and negative offsets. In particular, the real �ox edges are located �etween 
the minimum and maximum of the opposite offset curves. A clear discontinuit� location is also 
o�tained from the stacked plot of attenuation coefficient variations (Fig. 2c) and autospectra 
(Fig. 2d). A clear frequenc� cut-off is also found in Fig. 2c and Fig. 2d, approximatel� around 
the theoretical one. �he average �/I spectral ratios (Fig. 2e) confirm the same frequenc� cut-off, 
with a local minimum for the �/I ratios related to traces located either across the right �ox edge 
or after and �efore the �ox. Conversel�, while computing the �/I spectral ratios of traces located 
across the left �ox edge, given the energ� concentration and the high-frequenc� trapping within 
the heterogeneit� (thus more marked in the transmitted waveforms) a maximum is found at the 
same cut-off frequenc�. 

Conclusions. �everal �W �ased techniques for location and depth estimation of su�surface 
sharp lateral heterogeneities are availa�le in literature. �ince all these techniques were originall� 
developed for single-fold configurations, the final data interpretation often resulted unclear 
and strongl� dependent on the a-priori knowledge of the discontinuit� location. Adapting these 
procedure to multifold data and improving the multi-fold alread�-existing techniques, towards 
a single imaging of the su�surface investigated �� the arra�, has the advantage to strengthen the 
effects due to the discontinuit� presence and to consequentl� improve relia�ilit� and interpretation 
of the results. In the present work, this was demonstrated on a simple s�nthetic stud�, �ut ongoing 
tests suggest the validit� of the presented approach on real case studies, for �oth rock (i.e. 
detection and depth estimation of the open joints in a fractured rock mass) and soil mechanics 
issues (i.e. detection of loose formations in the over�urden). Further s�nthetic tests will help to 
�etter constrain the sensitivit� and uncertainties of each method to var�ing heterogeneit� depths 
and to �uried sharp lateral variations, not intersecting the free ground surface.
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In the framework of a series of site characterizations at some of the seismic monitoring 
stations operated �� the �wiss �eismological �ervice (�chweizerischer Erd�e�enDienst - �ED), 
we recentl� tested an innovative method for the Holistic acquisition and anal�sis of the �urface 
waves (H�) recorded �� means of a single 3-component (3C) geophone (Fig. 1).

�he method originall� consisted in the joint anal�sis of the group-velocit� spectra of �oth 
the vertical (Z) and radial (R) component, together with the RV�R (Radial-to-Vertical �pectral 
Ratio) (Dal Moro et al., 2014, 2015).

We here introduce a further object aimed at �oth further constraining the inversion process 
(thus o�taining a even more ro�ust shear-wave velocit� profile), and at providing to the structural 
engineers quantitative information regarding the occurrence of Ra�leigh-wave prograde motion, 
recentl� identified as potential critical factor for the sta�ilit� of a structure in case of earthquake 
(�rifunac, 2009).

An effective wa� to anal�ze the actual Ra�leigh-wave Particle Motion (RPM), was introduced 
in Dal Moro et al. (2017) through the computation, frequenc� �� frequenc�, of the correlation 
coefficient �etween the radial component and the Hil�ert transform of the vertical component 
of Ra�leigh waves. �he o�tained RPM frequenc� curve (or frequenc�-offset surface in case 
of multi-offset data) provides quantitative information a�out the actual Ra�leigh-wave motion 
(the RPM curve equals to +1 in case of perfectl� retrograde motion and to -1 in case of prograde 
motion) and can �e used to further constraining a joint inversion procedure (Dal Moro, 2017� 
Dal Moro and Puzzilli, 2017).

Fig. 1 - Multi-component (single-offset) acquisition of the active data used to implement the H� approach adopted 
for the present work.


